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 Feature binding: integrating features (e.g., colour and shape) into object representations in visual WM (e.g., a red apple)1,2, which can be intrinsic
(belonging to) or extrinsic (contextual) to an object

 Culture and prior knowledge are two factors that may affect feature binding:

• Analytic and Holistic Framework3,4,5: Westerners pay more attention to foreground objects, whereas Easterners focus on foreground objects and their
background more equally

• Prior knowledge from long-term memory boosts WM performance6, perhaps by facilitating the construction of extrinsic bindings specifically

 This project investigates these two predictions in two respective experiments:

• If Eastern participants perceive and attend to information more holistically, then extrinsic binding should be more automatic and thus greater than that
of compared to Western participants who may tend to focus more on foreground content (Experiment 1)

• Established prior knowledge of the studied objects’ features may facilitate integration of extrinsic features, particularly for Western participants
compared to Eastern participants (Experiment 2)
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 The results showed that the model fit (all ppps > .05) and convergence (all R-hats < 1.02) were very good.

 The results of both the dependence and independence models showed that: 

1. Eastern participants show similar extrinsic binding memory to the Western participants (Experiment 1 and 2)

2. Prior knowledge did not facilitate extrinsic binding memory in Western participants nor Eastern participants (Experiment 2)

 The results go against Analytic and Holistic Framework as extrinsic binding was not more automatic in Chinese participants than British participants

 No prior knowledge benefits for either intrinsic or extrinsic binding for either cultural group

N = 30 per cultural group (British and Chinese)
Participant Criteria: Self-identified cultural group, birth country, <3 years outside of home country, all normal colour vision
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Experiment 2: Does prior knowledge facilitate binding memory?

Conclusions

Dependence Model Independence Model

Find this presentation at: https://osf.io/9w24f/

This model fit both 
British and Chinese
participants’ data 

better in 
Experiment 2

This model fit 
Chinese participants’ 

data better in 
Experiment 1

This model fit British
participants’ data 

better in Experiment 1

Null cultural effect
Chinese participants showed similar 
extrinsic binding compared to British 

participants

No binding difference
No differences between intrinsic 
and extrinsic binding memory at 

all for either cultural group

Null consistency and cultural effects
Prior knowledge did not facilitate 

extrinsic binding or intrinsic binding for 
either cultural group

No binding difference
No differences between intrinsic and 

extrinsic binding memory at all for 
either cultural group

• The two models differ in the assumption that binding memory (Pb) dependence on item memory (Pi)

Experiment 1: Are there any cultural differences in binding memory?


